Join us for the upcoming PHED Talks
Monday November 12, 8 a.m.-10 a.m.
Auditorium H & WebEx
Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center

Join us as D-H Population Health colleagues share information about their projects in short "Ted talk" formats. During each PHED session, a series of short presentations are followed by a panel discussion during which audience members have the chance to react to what they have heard, share ideas on how they can contribute to success, and discuss how innovative practices could be disseminated to other populations.

Presentations:

- Catherine Bardier: What if healthcare providers prescribed fruits and vegetables?
- Tyler Dillehay & Sue Berg: The Patient Support Corps
- Cindy Reuter: Preparing for health changes after the diagnosis of a serious illness: a D-H coproduction project
- Edie Domian & Team: Experience Employee Health and Wellness
- Charlie Brackett: Closing the Treatment Gap for Opioid Use Disorder
- Jacqui Baker & Bridget Aliaga: Prescription Drug Take Back Efforts
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